This paper presents the results of a study involving single and multiple-cycle numerical simulations of various PDE-ejector configurations utilizing hydrogen-oxygen mixtures. The objective was to investigate the thrust, impulse and mass flow rate characteristics of these devices. The results indicate that ejector systems can utilize the energy stored in the strong shock wave exiting the detonation tube to augment the impulse obtained from the detonation tube alone. Impulse augmentation ratios of up to 1.9 were achieved. The axial location of the converging-diverging ejectors relative to the end of the detonation tube were shown to affect the performance of the system.
Ejectors are thrust augmentation devices whose performance depends on the efficient energy transfer between the primary and secondary flows. Most of the past research on ejectors has focused on steady primary flows, however, some experimental studies have shown that the introduction of unsteadiness into the primary flow can enhance the energy transfer process and consequently improve the thrust augmentation 1. The reason for the improvement in performance is that, while a steady ejector relies on viscous shear mixing for the energy transfer, the unsteady ejector achieves part of the energy transfer through more efficient flow entrainment mechanisms that are essentially inviscid. In addition, unsteady ejectors generally require shorter lengths, as compared to steady ejectors, for completing the energy transfer, and therefore have the potential to achieve a more efficient structural design.
It is important to point out that two types of ejector aug- In the SMC cycle, exhaust from a primary fuel-rich rocket provides some fraction of the fuel required for combustion with the entrained secondary airflow. The rocket and air streams mix and burn simultaneously. This process generally results in thermal choking where mixing is complete, followed by expansion through a nozzle. However, the requirement for complete mixing of the rocket and air streams may result in very long mixing/combustor ducts.
In the IRS cycle complete mixing of the rocket and ramjet streams is not required. In this cycle, the airstream is fueled independently using fuel injectors located upstream in the inlet. The rocket serves as a pilot for the fueled airstream.
The IRS cycle has several potential advantages over the SMC cycle which are described in ref Theobjective ofthispaper istopresent aninitial study oftheperformance ofseveral PDE ejector configurations at static conditions, andforsingle and multiple cycles.
Numerical Method
The analysis was carried out using an in-house developed time-accurate CFD code 8. The code solves the axisymmetric Navier-Stokes equations for a nonequilibrium mixture of thermally perfect gases, using an implicit, total variation diminishing (TVD) algorithm.
Since the main flow entrainment mechanisms in unsteady ejectors are essentially inviscid, we neglect the viscous terms, and therefore, use the Euler equations with finite rate chemistry. In our formulation, the global continuity equation is replaced by n s species conservation equations, where n s denotes the number of species.
The numerical method used for solving the governing equations is described in detail in Ref. 8, and briefly summarized here. The equation set is solved using a fully implicit, first-order-accurate in time, variable-step backward differentiation formula (BDF) method. The numerical fluxes are evaluated using a second-order spatially accurate TVD scheme. The resulting equations are then linearized in a conservative manner and solved iteratively, by using a lower-upper relaxation procedure consisting of successive Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) sweeps.
The chemical reaction mechanism for hydrogen-oxygen combustion was based on Jachimowski's model (Ref. 9,10), and consists of 19 elementary reactions among 9 species.
Reactions involving N 2 were neglected.
In order to maintain adequate numerical resolution of the detonation wave front without the need to use thousands of grid points, a multi-level, dynamically adaptive grid is utilized. Figure 1 shows a section of the grid at three different times as the detonation wave moves from left to right. The grid constantly adapts to keep the detonation front within the finest grid level. An arbitrary number of levels can be specified. Nine grid levels were used in the present study, and 100 points were included in the finest grid level.
Results
Finite rate chemistry calculations were used to compute the flow in various PDE ejector configurations. In this paper, only development of detonations with direct initiation were considered. A high pressure, high temperature driver gas, consisting of H2-O 2 equilibrium combustion products, was used in a small region next to the closed end (head-end) of the detonation tube, as described in Ref. 10. A driver pressure ratio of 50 was used in the present study.
To verify that this computational approach yields Chapman-Jouguet detonations, the detonation velocity was plot- Figure 4 shows the contribution to the thrust force and impulse from the detonation tube, ejector shroud and the small base area at the end of the detonation tube, for a single PDE cycle. The total force and impulse on the PDE-ejector system is also shown. The contribution of the base area was always negligible in all cases considered. All forces were computed by integrating the instantaneous pressure over the surface area.
The force on the detonation tube ( fig. 4a) shows an initial large value that arises from the ignition mechanism used in NASA/TM--2002-211888 thenumerical simulations. Noattempt tocorrect forthisartificial force was made inthepresent study, since thefocus is toinvestigate therelative thrust augmentation obtained inthe various configurations studied. Thisinitialshort duration spike is followed byalonger plateau region of2.5msdurationanda subsequent decay tozero. It isprimarily during thislevel pressure duration that PDE thrust isgenerated. The ejector force plotshows a sharp negative spike near 0.7ms that iscaused bythestrong shock impinging ontheconvergingsection of theejector. Figure 5bshows thatthetotal impulse issmaller than thatobtained bythePDE tubealone. That is,theejector is exerting adragforce thatreduces the performance ofthesystem.
Thepoor performance in thiscase is theresult of the strong shock exiting thedetonation tubereflecting fromthe converging section oftheejector shroud. Therefore, anobviousimprovement could beachieved bysliding theejector upstream. Also, one could take more advantage ofthisstrong shock byincreasing thediverging angle 02 . The second case therefore considers the same ejector, but moved upstream relative to the tube, such that the ejector throat is 1.4 in.
upstream of the end of the detonation tube (that is Lth -1.4)
In addition, the divergence angle was increased to 02 = 10°. Figure 5 shows the force and impulse results for the second case. These changes had no effect on the detonation tube force and impulse, however, there was a substantial effect on the forces acting on the ejector shroud. At 0.7 ms, there is now a sharp positive spike in the ejector force. The positive force continues until around 2.2 ms followed by alternating, smaller negative and positive forces. Figure 5b shows that in this case there is a significant increase in the total impulse of the system, (29.96 N-s compared to 15.70 for the PDE tube alone), corresponding to an impulse augmentation, g_, of I!/ 1.9.
Additional cases were computed to examine the effect of ejector area ratio, RAth, on the performance of the PDE-ejector. The results are shown in fig. 6 . The delay in the arrival of the shock front at the ejector shroud for increasing area ratio can be seen in the first peak in total force between 0.7 and 1.0 ms approximately. This results in an steeper rise in total impulse initially for the RAt h 10 case. After nearly 8 ms, however, there are small differences in the total impulse generated. There is no general trend in performance over this range of area ratios.
The mass flow rate for area ratios of 20 and 30 is shown The results presented so far have considered a single PDE cycle. However, PDE-ejector systems normally require several detonation cycles before they reach a "limit cycle" operation. The final case presented in this paper attempts to address this issue by carrying out a multi-cycle computation of a PDE-ejector system.
In order to reduce the computational time, a shorter tube (L t 39.4 in.) was considered, and the ejector convergence angle was reduced to 01 = 5°. An ejector with an area ratio of Results ofthiscalculation are presented infig.10, which shows thetemporal evolution ofthePDEejector flowfield during almost three complete cycles. Thedetonation isinitiated att 0.0ms, and propagates downstream until it reaches theendof thedetonation tubeat approximately 0.35ms. Subsequently, a strong shock followed by thecombustion products expand intotheejector. At4.52 msafresh combustiblemixture is introduced intothetube(apureoxygen buffer zone isused toseparate thehotcombustion products fromthefresh combustible mixture). At7.63 msthedetonationtube iscompletely filledwiththenew combustible mixture, andat8.21msthesecond detonation cycleis started. Subsequent times (t 8.42 mstot 15.31 ms)show thesame sequence of events described for the first cycle.At t 16.37 ms, thethirddetonation cycle has been started, and theremaining figures show thesubsequent propagation of thedetonation wave.
The thrust forces over the5cycles areshown in fig.11 , andtheimpulse andmass flowrates areshown in fig.12 . While theoscillatory pattern is similar fromcycle tocycle, some differences areclearly observed, such asthepeak values intheejector shroud force. More cycles may berequired toestablish some kindoflimitcycle. The impulse plot shows that, after thefirst cycle, theejector augmentation is smaller. Afterfivecycles theimpulse augmentation was _ 1.7. The mass flowrateplotshows thesame alternating between inflowandoutflow forthesecondary stream. Theaverage secondary mass flowratevaries fromcycle to cycle butis always positive, asshown intable 1.Note that themass flow rates inthefirst cycle aresubstantially different from theothers. This isdue tothefact that thefirst cycle does not include thefillingprocess. Thefirstcyclestarted withthetube already filled withthedetonable mixture.
Conclusions
There is a significant amount of energy stored in the strong shock wave exiting thedetonation tube. If noejector ornozzle isadded attheendofthetube, thisenergy willbe simplydissipated intothesurrounding air.By adding an ejector (oranozzle) some ofthisenergy canbeutilized for the production ofthrust.
Thepresent computations indicate thata PDE-ejector configuration produces higher impulse than a PDE-tube-nozzle combination having the same length and divergence angle. The higher performance of the PDE-ejector is partly due to its capacity to entrain secondary air, which prevents the sub-ambient pressures that develop in the PDE-tube-nozzle system once the shock wave exits the nozzle. Impulse The multi-cycle PDE-ejector calculation showed that after 5 cycles, an impulse augmentation factor of 1.7 was achieved. The average secondary mass flow rate remained positive for each cycle. 
